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We consider a one-dimensional dynamic model that describes the evolution
of damage caused by tension in a viscoelastic material. The process is modeled
by a coupled set of two differential inclusions for the elastic displacement and
damage fields. We establish the existence of local weak solutions. The existence
result is derived from the a priori estimates obtained for a sequence of
regularized, truncated, and time-retarded approximations. We also establish the
existence of the unique weak solution of a simplified version of the model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work presents a model for the dynamic evolution of mechanical
damage in a one-dimensional viscoelastic bar. The source of damage is the
opening and growth of microcracks caused by mechanical tension. We
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analyze the fully dynamic viscoelastic problem. Consequently, the model
allows for the propagation of elastic waves and can predict their influence
on the evolution of the material damage. Accurate prediction of damage in
real systems and its control or minimization are of considerable practical
interest.
Mathematically, the problem consists of a coupled system of two nonlin-
ear inclusions with history-dependent source terms. We establish the
existence of a local weak solution for the model. A basic feature of the
one-dimensional problem is that, generally, only local solutions in time
exist, since the solution may reach complete damage in finite time. That is,
the solution is quenched and some of its derivatives blow up, which can be
interpreted as the physical snapping of the system.
wSeveral new models for damage can be found in Fremond and Nedjar 3,Â
x4, 5 . These models were expressed as systems of evolutionary differential
inclusions in three dimensions. The theory was derived from the principle
of virtual power and a pseudo-potential that describes the power associ-
ated with the evolution of microscopic cracks. The new feature in the
theory is the introduction of the damage function, which describes the
damage of the mechanical properties of the material as a result of crack
expansion. In these models it is assumed that the damage function b
multiplies the bulk modulus of the original material E and has values inY
w xthe interval 0, 1 , and the effective elastic modulus is E s bE . WhenY
b s 1 the material is undamaged; when b s 0 the material is completely
damaged and cannot support any load; when 0 - b - 1 the material can
support a reduced load.
w xRecently in 2 , we considered two one-dimensional versions of the
w xmodel found in 4 , in which the evolution was assumed to be slow,
allowing us the use of a quasi-static approximation. The first problem
described the damage caused by tension only. The second described
damage caused by tension and compression and consisted of two evolution
inclusions, one for each damage field. Because of the quasi-static assump-
tion, the mechanical and damage problems decoupled in both models, and
once the damage was found, the displacements and stresses were obtained
by quadrature.
w xIn 2 we proved the existence of weak local solutions for both models.
We also obtained estimates on the existence time for the solutions of the
first model based on parabolic comparison theorems.
w xHere, we consider the dynamic version of the first model in 2 , where
tension is the only source of damage. This can be thought of as a model of
the damage caused by traffic to a vertical supporting cable of a bridge.
This one-dimensional problem provides insight into the possible types of
behavior of damage in more complicated systems and can be used to test
and benchmark software for two- or three-dimensional problems. In this
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dynamic model the interest lies mainly in the damage caused by stress
waves. The model consists of a hyperbolic equation for the displacements
coupled with a parabolic equation for the damage field, and we were
unable to decouple the system. Since parabolic comparison theorems do
not apply, estimates on the existence time are more difficult to obtain and
remain open questions.
The model described in Section 2 consists of a system of two coupled
equations and the relevant initial and boundary conditions. In addition, we
w ximpose on the damage function two constraints: its values lie in 0, 1 , in
view of our interpretation; there is no healing of the damage, i.e., once
cracks open they do not close, and therefore, b is a nonincreasing
function. These constraints change the equation for b to an inclusion. Our
main result, stated in Theorem 2.1, asserts that under reasonable condi-
tions imposed on the data, the problem has a local weak solution. The
proof is based on a priori estimates for solutions to a sequence of
regularized, penalize, and truncated problems. The existence of solutions
to the approximate problems follows from an abstract existence result of
w x6 . The uniqueness of the solutions is an open question, but in Section 4
we prove the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution for a simpli-
fied version of the problem. This describes a material that can heal, and
thus the damage function is no longer nonincreasing.
2. THE MODEL
In this section we present the physical setting and formulate the model.
The physical setting is as follows: a bar or rod, made of concrete, for
example, is fixed at its left end; a time-varying traction acts on its right
end, and a body force acts throughout it. As a result the mechanical state
of the bar and some of its physical properties evolve in time.
The new feature of the theory is the introduction of the damage field, b ,
as an additional dependent variable. If E is Young's modulus of theY
undamaged material, then it is assumed that, as a result of microscopic
crack openings, the modulus of the rod's material decreases and is given by
E s bE . In this way b measures the fractional decrease in the load-Y
bearing capacity of the material. According to the theory developed in
w x3]5 , the effective modulus E depends linearly on the damage. One may
consider nonlinear dependence of the effective modulus on the damage,
but even the problem with linear dependence is nonlinear. Moreover, as
w xexplained in 3]5 , the agreement between the prediction of numerical
simulations based on this theory and experimental results with concrete is
 .very good. In view of our interpretation of b we require that 0 F b x, t
F 1. When b s 1 the material is in its undamaged state; when b s 0 it is
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completely damaged. In between, 0 - b - 1, the material has open cracks.
It retains its elastic behavior, but with a modified elastic modulus it
becomes softer.
The model aims to predict the evolution of the state of the bar, which
 .consists of the displacement field ¨ s ¨ x, t and the damage field b s
 .  .b x, t , where x, t g V , and the reference configuration of the systemT
 4  .is V s 0 - x - 1 and V s V = 0, T .T
We assume that the material is viscoelastic, with the Kelvin]Voigt
constitutive relation
s b ' eb ¨ q ba2 ¨ , 2.1 .  .t x x
where s is the mechanical stress, e is the viscosity coefficient, and
a2 s E .Y
 4The evolution of the state of the system ¨ , b is governed by the
equations of mechanical motion and of damage. The damage equation was
w xderived from a dissipation pseudo-potential in 4 , which guarantees that
the laws of thermodynamics are satisfied. The problem is to find a pair
 4¨ , b such that
¨ y s b s f , 2.2 .  .xt t e
1 y b a2 2cb y kb y m s y ¨ q w q f . 2.3 .  .t x x x dq /b 2
 .  .where subscripts indicate partial derivatives, ? s max 0, ? , and f repre-q e
 .sents the density per unit length of applied forces. Here, c is the damage
viscosity parameter, k is the coefficient of damage diffusion, w is the
damage threshold, and m is the displacement threshold. All are positive
constants. For the sake of simplicity, we set the rod's density as r s 1.
Finally, f is the rate of volume sources of damage, such as those relatedd
 .to humidity. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.3 represents
the source of damage resulting only from tension in the rod, which is the
 .positive part ? of the strain energy. Dynamic models that take damageq
due to compression into account will be considered in the future.
We require that the damage function does not increase, since in many
materials once cracks open they will not close. Thus, the damage function
b has to satisfy the constraints
0 F b F 1 and b F 0. 2.4 .t
Next, we need to specify the initial and boundary conditions. At its left
end the rod is clamped, so
¨ s 0, x s 0. 2.5 .
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 .A traction p s p t acts on the right end; therefore,
eb ¨ q ba2 ¨ s p , x s 1. 2.6 .t x x
We consider a homogeneous Neumann condition at the left end and a
Dirichlet condition at the right end:
b s 0 at x s 0, b s 1 at x s 1. 2.7 .x
We could have chosen Dirichlet's or a mixed condition at x s 0 as well
and obtain similar results. At the right-hand side we could prescribe a
homogeneous Neumann condition, which means that no energy is provided
 .to the bar, but we prefer 2.7 , so that the point where the applied force
acts is not damaged, and for the sake of simplicity we choose b s 1.
Initially,
¨ s ¨ , ¨ s ¨ , b s b , 0 F x F 1. 2.8 .0 t 1 0
Here ¨ , ¨ , and b are the initial displacement, velocity and damage,0 1 0
respectively, all known functions of x. Furthermore, b equals 1 identically0
if the material is initially undamaged.
 4  .The dynamic damage problem for ¨ , b consists of the equations 2.2
 .  .and 2.3 , the constraints 2.4 , and the initial and boundary conditions
 .  .2.5 ] 2.8 .
Remark. A structural difficulty, the possible vanishing of b at one
point, exists in one dimension that is not shared with the two- or three-di-
 U U . Umensional settings. Indeed, if initially b ) 0 and b x , t s 0 at time t0
 . U) 0 at a point x , then we may conclude that the system snapped at this
point and the whole system became completely damaged. This is reflected
 .in the mathematical model, since two terms in 2.3 become unbounded.
The solution is said to ``quench.'' Therefore, we should expect only local
existence results for the one-dimensional problem, and it seems reasonable
to expect quenching in finite time. Naturally, we require that initially
b G b# ) 0, since otherwise there is no system to discuss. On the other0
hand, in two or three dimensions the question of the characterization of
the failure of the system seems to be complicated, intriguing, and far from
obvious.
For technical reasons, we extend the function p, the traction acting on
the right end, to a sufficiently smooth function defined on V , and with aT
slight abuse of notation we use the symbol p for the extended function.
Next, to describe the boundary conditions we introduce two closed linear
1 .subspaces of H 0, 1 :
E s f g H 1 0, 1 : f 0 s 0 and E s f g H 1 0, 1 : f 1 s 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .0
2 . < <Furthermore, we shall use the notation H ' L 0, 1 with norm ? .
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We assume that the coefficients a, c, k, m, w, and e are all positive
constants. Our local existence result for the problem is the following
theorem.
2 1 .. 1 .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that f , f g L 0, T ; H 0, 1 , p g H 0, T ; E ,d e 0 0
1 . 1 . 2 .¨ g H 0, 1 , and ¨ g H 0, 1 . Moreo¨er, let b g H 0, 1 , b y 1 g0 0 1 0 0
1 . w x UH 0, 1 and assume that 0 - b# F b F 1 in 0, 1 . Then, there exists T ,0 0
U  4  .  . w U .0 - T F T , such that there exists a solution ¨ , b of 2.2 ] 2.8 on 0, T .
This solution satisfies
b y 1 g H 1 0, TU ; E l L2 0, TU ; H 2 0, 1 l C V U 2.9 .  .  .  . . T
and
¨ g H 1 0, TU ; E l L2 0, TU ; H 2 0, 1 . 2.10 .  .  . .0
The proof of the theorem is given at the end of Section 3. It rests on the
existence and uniqueness results for the approximate problems that we
describe and analyze next.
3. EXISTENCE FOR APPROXIMATE PROBLEMS
In this section we consider a sequence of approximations of the prob-
lem. First, we perform a simple change of variables. Then we regularize,
penalize, truncate, and use time retarding. We establish the existence of a
unique local solution for each of the approximate problems. Then we
obtain a priori estimates on these solutions.
First we make a change of variables and will consider the problem in
terms of u s b y 1 and z, where
1
2z ' s u q 1 s e ¨ q a ¨ , 3.1 .  . . t x xu q 1 .
which is the stress of the undamaged material. It follows that
z s e ¨ q a2 ¨t t t x x t
s es q e f q a2 ¨x x e x x t
a2
2s es q e f q z y a ¨ . .x x e x xe
Now,
a2 z
¨ q ¨ s ,t x xe e
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which may be considered as an ODE for ¨ ; thus,x
1 t2 2Xya re . t ya re . tys.¨ x , t s e ¨ x q z x , s e ds. .  .  .Hx 0 e 0
 .Consequently, since ¨ 0, t s 0, we have
x1 t2 2y a re . t a re . syt .¨ x , t s e ¨ x q z z , s e ds dz . 3.2 .  .  .  .H H0 e 0 0
Therefore, once z has been determined, the displacements are given by
 .3.2 . The equation for z can now be written as
a2 a4 t 2a re . syt .z y e u q 1 z y z q z ?, s e ds .  . . Hx xt 2e e 0
a4 2 Xya re . ts e f y e ¨ . 3.3 .e x 0e
 .  .The boundary conditions 2.5 ] 2.7 become
z 0, t s 0, u 0, t s 0, at x s 0; .  .x x
z 1, t s p 1, t , u 1, t s 0, at x s 1. 3.4 .  .  .  .
Thus, we choose u g E and b z y p g E. For the sake of simplicity, we let
p s 0 and note that a modification of the argument presented below for
p
w ' z q
b
will yield the same results in the case where p / 0, provided p is
sufficiently smooth.
Damage is irreversible, by assumption; therefore, u is a nonincreasing
 .function, i.e., the second part of the constraint 2.4 holds. To enforce this
condition we add to the equation for u a subgradient term of the indicator
U  xfunction x of y`, 0 . We do not need to deal explicitly with the first
 .part of 2.4 , y1 F u F 0, since it is satisfied automatically when u F 0,t
provided u F 0, i.e., b F 1.0 0
 4Thus, the reformulated problem is: Find a pair z, u such that
a2 a4 t 2a re . syt .z y e u q 1 z y z q z x , s e ds .  . . Hx xt 2e e 0
a4 2 Xya re . ts e f y e ¨ , 3.5 .e x 0e
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u
cu y ku y m y w y ft x x d /u q 1
22a 1 t2 2X Uya re . t a re . syt .q e ¨ x q z x , s e ds g y­x u , .  .  .H0 t2 e 0 q
3.6 .
u 0 s u , z 0 s z , 3.7 .  .  .0 0
where z s e ¨ X q a2 ¨ X . In addition, we require the boundary conditions0 1 0
z , u g E for 0 F t . 3.8 .
We shall need the following functions. Let
0 if 0 F u ,¡~ w xu if u g yr , 0 ,g u s 3.9 .  .r ¢yr if u F yr ,
 .for r g 0, 1 , and
0 if 0 F u ,¡
u
m if yr F u F 0, /~ u q 1g u ' 3.10 .  .r
yr
m if u F yr .¢  /1 y r
 . XLet the operators A , A u : E ª E be given by0 1
1 1 :  :A ¨ , w ' ¨ w dx , A u ¨ , w ' u q 1 ¨ w dx. 3.11 .  .  . .H H x0 x x 1 x
0 0
Next, let
y1 y1¡ 1 y r if s G 1 y r , .  .
y1~ < <n s ' 3.12 .  .s if s - 1 y r , .r
y1 y1¢y 1 y r if s F y 1 y r , .  .
and define the truncated operator Ar by1
1 1r :A u z , w ' 1 q g u z w dx q n u zw dx. 3.13 .  .  .  . .H H1 r x x r x x
0 0
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< <  .y1  .  .When u F 1 y r and yr F u F 0, then g u s u and n u s u ,x r r x x
and thus
 r :  :A u z , w s A u z , w . .  .1 1
Finally, for a ) 0, we define the retardation operator t asa
u if t F a ,0
t u t ' .a  u t y a if a - t . .
Next, we set
a2 2 Xya re . tf ' f y e ¨ , and f ' w q f . 3.14 .1 e x 0 2 de
2 . 1 .We assume that f g E ' L 0, T ; E and f g H 0, T ; H .1 2
The abstract form of a penalized, regularized, truncated, and time-re-
 .  .tarded problem associated with 3.5 ] 3.8 is the following.
 .  4Problem P a , r . Find a pair u, z such that
a2 a4  .? 2X r a re . sy?..z q e A t u z y z q z x , s e ds s f , 3.15 .  .  .H1 a 12e e 0
1
X X X Xcu q kA u q g u q u q a u q A u .  .  .q0 r 0a
22a 1  .?2 2Xya re .?. a re . sy?..q e ¨ q z s e ds s f , 3.16 .  .H0 22 e 0 q
along with the initial conditions
u 0 s u g E l H 2 0, 1 , z 0 s z g H . 3.17 .  .  .  .0 0
Here and below, zX and uX denote the distributional derivatives, while
X 2 . y1 .¨ s d¨ rdx in L 0, 1 . Moreover, the term a u is the penalizing of0 0 q
 X X.the subdifferential, and a u q A u is a regularization term.0
For z g E let N : E ª E X be defined by1
T 1 :N z , w ' p x , t w x , t dx dt , 3.18 .  .  .  .H H1 1
0 0
where
a2 a4 t 2a re . syt .p x , t ' y z x , t q z x , s e ds, .  .  .H1 2e e 0
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and let N : E ª E X be defined by2
T 1 :N z , w ' p x , t w x , t dx dt , 3.19 .  .  .  .H H2 2
0 0
where
22a 1 t2 2Xya re . t a re . syt .p x , t ' e ¨ q z x , s e ds . .  .H2 02 e 0 q
 .Then, problem P a , r can be set in the following form:
zX q e Ar t u z q N z s f , 3.20 .  .  .1 a 1 1
1
X X X Xcu q kA u q g u q N z q u q a u q A u s f , 3.21 .  .  .  .  .q0 r 2 0 2a
u 0 s u g E l H 2 0, 1 , z 0 s z g H . 3.22 .  .  .  .0 0
Next, we reformulate the problem as a degenerate implicit system of
evolution equations:
X
I 0 0 z
0 k I q A 0 u .0  0 0 0j0 0 0
e Ar t u z q N z .  .1 a 1
yk I q A j .0q
1 0cj q kA u q g u q N z q j q a j q A j .  .  .  .q0 r 2 0a
f1
s , 3.23 .0 0f2
along with the initial condition
z 0 s z , k I q A u 0 s k I q A u . 3.24 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
Here we introduce j s uX as an additional dependent variable.
2 .  .Let F s E = E = E and F ' L 0, T ; F , then the system 3.23 and0
 .3.24 has the form
X
By q Ay s f , By 0 s By . 3.25 .  .  .0
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 .Here y ' z, u, j ; B is a linear, self-adjoint, nonnegative, and continuous
operator; and A maps F into F X. We define the space X by
X XX
X5 5 5 5 5 5X s y g F : By g F , y s y q By . 3.26 4 .  .  .X F F
Now, suppose that y ª y weakly in X. Then u ª u weakly in E andn n
 .X  .X XRu ª Ru weakly in E , where R is the Riesz map I q A . There-n 0
fore,
u ª u weakly in E and uX ª uX weakly in E .n n
Furthermore,
z ª z weakly in E and zX ª zX weakly in E X .n n
w xIt then follows from a theorem in 8 that
z ª z strongly in L2 0, T ; F# , 3.27 .  .n
 .where F# is an intermediate space continuously embedded in C 0, 1 such
w xthat E embeds compactly into F#. Then, by a result in 9 , we have
u ª u in C 0, T ; F# . 3.28 .  .n
Since g is Lipschitz continuous,r
g u ª g u in L2 0, T ; H . 3.29 .  .  .  .r n u
 .  .  .  .It follows from 3.18 , 3.19 , 3.27 , and 3.28 that
N z ª N z in L2 0, T ; L2 0, 1 3.30 .  .  .  . .i n i
for i s 1, 2. We conclude that A: F ª F X may be written as a sum:
A s L q N q M ,
 .where, for y s z, u, j ,
0
yk I q A j .0
L y ' , . 1 0cj q kA u q j q a j q A j .  .q0 0a
N z r . e A t u z .1 1 a
N y ' , M y ' . .  .0 0 0 0g u q N z .  . 0r 2
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Next, we have
 .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose T s a . Let y s z , u , j ª y weakly in X andn n n n
 .y s z, u, j . If
 r :lim sup A t u z , z y z F 0, .  .1 a n n n
nª`
then
 r :  r :lim inf A t u z , z y w G A t u z , z y w , .  .  .  .1 a n n n 1 a
nª`
for all w g E.
r  .Proof. It follows from the definition of A , 3.13 and the assumption1
w x w xthat 0, T s 0, a that
1 1r :A t u z , w s 1 q g t u z w dx q n t u zw dx. .  .  .  . .H H1 a r a x x r a x x
0 0
But t u s u is a known function; therefore, Ar is the sum of a monotonea 0 1
and hemicontinuous operator and a completely continuous operator, in
 .view of 3.27 , which establishes the result.
It follows from the lemma that M is a pseudo-monotone operator on X
 .if a G T. We recall that if y ª y weakly in X, then 3.30 holds and wen
conclude that lB q L is monotone and hemicontinuous when l is suffi-
ciently large and that lB q L q M is pseudo-monotone on X. It is
straightforward to show that for l sufficiently large, the operator lB q
X w xL q M is coercive and bounded as a map from F to F . It follows by 6
 .  .that there exists a solution for 3.23 and 3.24 when a G T.
Next, we establish the same result for any T.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let T ) 0. Then there exists a solution for P a , r for
each a ) 0.
 4  .Proof. We use Lemma 3.1 to obtain a solution u, z of 3.23 and
 . w x3.24 on the interval 0, a . Next, we use the same arguments to extend
w x   .  .4this solution to 0, 2a . We use u ?, a , z ?, a , obtained from the solu-
w xtion on the interval 0, a , as the initial data for a similar system, modifying
w xthe integral term as needed, considered on a , 2a . Continuing in this way,
 .  . w xwe show that there exists a solution of 3.23 and 3.24 on 0, na for n
 .such that T - na . This yields a solution to P a , r , since it follows from
 . Xthe second equation in 3.23 that u s j g E.
We now obtain uniform estimates on u s u and z s z that area a
independent of a . Below, C will denote a generic positive constant that
does not depend on a .
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 .We multiply 3.20 by z, integrate from 0 to t, and obtain
t t21 r :  :z t q e A t u z , z ds q N z , z ds .  .  .H HH 1 a 12
0 0
t21 < <  :s z q f , z ds.H H0 12
0
The boundedness of n implies thatr
t t2 2 2 2 2
X5 5 < < 5 5 < <z t q e r z ds F z q C f q C z ds, 3.31 .  .H E H E H HH 0 1
0 0
5 5 2  :where z s A z, z . Using Gronwall's inequality yieldsE 0
t2 25 5z t q z ds F C. 3.32 .  .H EH
0
This is a first-level estimate for z. Next, we derive a first-level estimate
 . Xfor u. We multiply 3.21 by u and integrate from 0 to t and obtain that,
for any h ) 0,
k 1t t t2 2 22X X X< <c u ds q u t y h u s ds q u ds .  .  .H H H HH q Hx H2 a0 0 0
t t2X X X< <  :q a u ds q a A u , u dsH H H 0
0 0
kt 2X X< < < < < <F f u ds q u q C. 3.33 .H H H H2 020
Now, we choose h small enough and obtain
C t t2 22X X X X< <  :u ds q u ds q u t q a A u , u ds F C. .  .H H H Hq H x 0Ha 0 0 0
3.34 .
Next, we need to obtain a higher-level estimate for u. Clearly, if u lies in
y1 X. X  .E, then so does u . Moreover, we note that f , a u , u , g u , andq 2 q r
 . 2 .  .N z are all in L 0, T ; H . Therefore, 3.21 implies that2
X Xyk ra . t k ra . t 2a e e A u s a A u q kA u g L 0, T ; H . 3.35 .  . .0 0 0
It follows that
A u g C 0, T ; H and A uX g L2 0, T ; H . 3.36 .  .  .0 0
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X 2 .Hence, u g L 0, T ; H . Consider next the termx x
t Xu , N z ds . .H x x 2 H
0
s1t 2 2X Xya re . s a re .tys.s u s , e ¨ q z t e dt ds. .  .H Hx x 0 /e0 0 H
 .From estimate 3.32 and integration by parts, we find that it is dominated
by
1r2
t 2
C q C u t q C u s . 3.37 .  .  .Hx x x xH  /0
 X.Now, u g E and A u g H; thus,q 0
t tX X X Xyu , u ds s u , u ds G 0. 3.38 .  .  . .  .H Hq qxx x xH H
0 0
Now consider the term
t Xg u , u ds. 3.39 .  . .H r x x H
0
 .Using estimate 3.34 , a formal integration by parts, which can be justified
by taking difference quotients and using the Lipschitz continuity of g , wer
 .find that this term is dominated by an expression similar to 3.37 .
 . XTherefore, taking the inner product in H of 3.21 with yu , integratingx x
 .over 0, t , and using the above observations yields
1r2
t t 22X< <c q a u ds y C q C u t q C u s .  .  .H H Hx x x x xH  / /0 0
k t2 2X< <q u t q a u ds . H Hx x x xH2 0
1r2
t 2X
2< <F C q C u t q f u s ds . 3.40 .  .  .L 0 , T ; H . Hx x 2 x xH H /0
Thus,
kt t t2 22 2X X< < < <c q a u ds q a u ds q u t F C q u s ds. .  .  .H H H H Hx x x x x x xH H40 0 0
By Gronwall's inequality,
t t22 2X X< < < <u ds q u t q Ca u ds F C. 3.41 .  .H H H Hx x x x xH
0 0
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Now,
t X< <u t F u q u s ds; .  .H HH H0
0
 .thus, it follows from Jensen's inequality and from estimate 3.34 that
2
2u t F C. . H
 .  .Therefore, using 3.34 and 3.41 yields
t t2 22X X5 5 2 2u ds q u t q Ca u s ds .  . .  .H E HH 0, 1 H 0, 1
0 0
1 t 2Xq u ds F C. 3.42 .  .H q Ha 0
This is the refined estimate for u that we have sought. We add the
 .estimate 3.32 for z, restore the dependence on a , and obtain
t t2 22X X5 5 2 2u ds q u t q Ca u s ds .  .H E H .  .H 0, 1 H 0, 1a a a
0 0
1 t t2 2 2Xq u ds q z t q z s ds F C. .  .  .H Ha a aq H EHa 0 0
 .This estimate and 3.21 yield
1
X 2 2u is bounded in H ' L 0, T ; L 0, 1 . 3.43 .  .  . .a qa
 4Therefore, we may choose a subsequence a , such that a ª 0, andn n
omitting the subscript n, we obtain the following:
a A uX ª 0 in H , 3.44 .0 a
u ª weakU in L` 0, T ; E l H 2 0, 1 , 3.45 .  . .a
uX ª uX weakly in L2 0, T ; E , 3.46 .  .a
u ª u strongly in C 0, T ; E l H 7r4 0, 1 , 3.47 .  . .a
kA u ª kA u weakU in L` 0, T ; H , 3.48 .  .0 a 0
1
Xu ª j weakly in H , 3.49 .  .a qa
z ª z weakU in L` 0, T ; H , 3.50 .  .a
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z ª z weakly in L2 0, T ; E , 3.51 .  .a
zX ª zX weakly in L2 0, T ; EX , 3.52 .  .a
z ª z strongly in L2 0, T ; F# . 3.53 .  .a
 .Here F# is a subspace of C 0, 1 such that E embeds compactly into F#,
 .  .which, in turn, embeds continuously into C 0, 1 . Formulas 3.53 and
 . 23.47 follow from the compactness of the embedding of H l E into
7r4 .  E l H 0, 1 and of E into F#. Thus, u ª u strongly in C 0, T ; C 0,a x x
..  .  .1 . These estimates allow us to pass to the limit in 3.21 and 3.22 and
obtain
zX q e Ar u z q N z s f , 3.54 .  .  .1 1 1
cuX q kA u q g u q N z q j s f , 3.55 .  .  .0 r 2 2
z 0 s z , u 0 s u . 3.56 .  .  .0 0
In addition we obtain the following:
LEMMA 3.2. There holds
uX s 0. 3.57 .  .q
 . < <Proof. Let f ¨ s ¨ . Then f is convex and lower-semicontinuousHq
 .on H. Therefore, f is also weakly lower-semicontinuous and by 3.51
 X .f u ª 0; hence,a
f u F lim inf f uX s 0. .  .a
aª0
Next, we need to verify that the constraints are satisfied.
PROPOSITION 3.1. There holds
j g ­x U uX . 3.58 .  .
 X.Proof. We need to show that if w s 0, then j , w y u F 0. Itq H
 .follows from 3.21 that
c uX , uX y uX q k A u , uX y uX q g u , uX y uX .  .  . .a a 0 a a r a aH H H
1
X X X X X X X X Xq u , u y u q a u , u y u q a A u , u y u .  .  .a a a a 0 a aq H H /a H
 X X: X Xq N z , u y u s f , u y u . .  .2 a a 2 a H
First, we observe that
uX y uX , uX y uX G 0 and A u y A u , uX y uX G 0; .  .a a 0 a 0 aH H
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thus,
c q a uX , uX y uX q k A u , uX y uX q g u , uX y uX .  .  .  . .a 0 a r a aH H
1
X X X X X Xq u , u y u q a A u , u y u .  .a a 0 a aq H /a H
 X X: X Xq N z , u y u F f , u y u . 3.59 .  .  .2 a a 2 a H
 .  .Now, by 3.46 and 3.53 , the third and sixth terms on the left-hand side
converge to 0. Therefore,
1
X X Xlim sup u , u y u F 0. .a aq /a H
Now, let w g H be such that w s 0. Then,q
1
X X Xj , w y u s lim sup u , w y u .  .H a q /a Haª0
1 1
X X X X XF lim sup u , w y u q u , u y u .  .a a a aq q /  /a aH Haª0
1
X XF lim sup u , yu F 0. .a aq /a Haª0
This proves the proposition.
 .  .We summarize our findings about the truncated problem 3.15 ] 3.17
in the following theorem.
2 .THEOREM 3.2. Let u g E l H 0, 1 and z g H. For f and f , gi¨ en0 0 1 2
 . 2 X . 1 .in 3.14 , we assume that f g L 0, T ; E and f g H 0, T ; H . Then there1 2
 4  .  .exists a triplet u, z, j satisfying 3.54 ] 3.56 . Moreo¨er, this solution satis-
fies
u g C 0, T ; E l H 7r4 0, 1 l L` 0, T ; E l H 2 0, 1 , 3.60 .  .  . .  .
uX g L2 0, T ; E , 3.61 .  .
z g L` 0, T ; H l L2 0, T ; E . 3.62 .  .  .
We have established a solution of the problem in which u and u arex
truncated. However, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that u and u are inx
  ..  .  .C 0, T ; C 0, 1 , then this solution is a local solution to problem 3.5 ] 3.7 ,
 .when 0 - r - min b x F 1, as long as0
min u x , t ) r y 1 and u x , t - m , .  .x
w xxg 0, 1
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 .  . r .since under these conditions u s g u and A u s A t u . This provesr 1 1 a
the following result:
THEOREM 3.3. Assume in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.2
that
0 - r - min b x F 1. .0
w xxg 0, 1
U  4Then there exists T ) 0 such that there exists a solution u, z, j of
 .  . w U .3.5 ] 3.7 on the time inter¨ al 0, T .
Now, any local solution guaranteed by Theorem 3.3 is a solution of our
 .  .  4original problem, 2.2 ] 2.8 . Indeed, Let u, z, j be a local solution of
 .  . w U .3.5 ] 3.7 on 0, T and let
x1 t2 2y a re . t a re . syt .¨ x , t s e ¨ x q z z , s e ds dz . 3.63 .  .  .  .H H0 e 0 0
 4  .  .Then the pair b , ¨ , where b s u q 1, is a solution to problem 2.2 ] 2.8
w U .  .  .  .on 0, T . Moreover, b satisfies 2.9 in view of 3.60 and 3.61 , and
 .  .  .2.10 follows from 3.62 and 3.63 . This completes the proof of Theorem
2.1.
4. UNIQUENESS
The uniqueness of the solution established in Theorem 2.1 is an open
question. Nevertheless, we prove the uniqueness of the solution for a
simplified version of the problem. It is assumed that the material may heal,
i.e., that open microcracks may close or weld. Thus, the damage function
may increase as well as decrease, and in the model there is no need for the
subgradient term which ensured that b was a nonincreasing function. The
abstract form of the simplified model, with truncation, is
zX q e Ar u z q N z s f , 4.1 .  .  .1 1 1
cuX q kA u q g u q N z s f , 4.2 .  .  .0 r 2 2
z 0 s z , u 0 s u . 4.3 .  .  .0 0
We note that here there is no need for regularization and penalization,
and consequently the problem is simpler. But, when the solution of this
problem is such that u is nonincreasing, then it is also a solution of the
original problem.
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 .  .Since the existence of a solution of 4.1 ] 4.3 follows from Theorem 3.3,
we only need to prove the uniqueness of the solution. We have:
2 . X  .THEOREM 4.1. Let u g E l H 0, 1 , z g H, and assume that ¨ x is0 0 0
w x  .bounded on 0, 1 . For f and f , gi¨ en in 3.14 , we assume that f g1 2 1
2 X. 1 .  4L 0, T ; E and f g H 0, T ; H . Then, there exists a unique solution u, z2
 .  .satisfying 4.1 ] 4.3 . Moreo¨er,
u g C 0, T ; E l H 7r4 0, 1 l L` 0, T ; E l H 2 0, 1 , 4.4 .  .  . .  .
uX g L2 0, T ; E , 4.5 .  .
z g L` 0, T ; H l L2 0, T ; E . 4.6 .  .  .
 .  .Clearly, this is also the unique local solution to the problem 2.2 ] 2.8
< <  .y1without the subdifferential constraint, as long as u F 1 y r andx
yr F u F 0.
Proof. We need only to establish the uniqueness since the existence
follows from Theorem 2.1.
 4  4  .  .Suppose that z , u and z , u are two solutions of 4.1 ] 4.3 . We1 1 2 2
 .  .begin by considering the more complicated terms. In 3.18 and 3.19 , let
p1 and p1 denote the functions p and p corresponding to z and let p21 2 1 2 1 1
and p2 denote those corresponding to z . Taking measurable representa-2 2
tives for z and z , the following holds for a.e. x,1 2
1 2p x , t y p x , t .  .2 2
a2 t
F C z x , s y z x , s ds .  .H 1 2 /2e 0
1 1t tX2= a ¨ x q z s, x ds q z s, x ds . .  .  .H H0 1 2 /e e0 0
< X  . <Therefore, since by assumption ¨ x is bounded, we obtain0
t1 2p x , t y p x , t F C z x , s y z x , s ds .  .  .  .H2 2 1 2
0
t t
qC z s, x ds q z s, x ds .  .H H1 2 /0 0
t
= z x , s y z x , s ds. .  .H 1 2
0
<  .  . : <In estimating N z y N z , u y u we need to consider a number2 1 2 2 1 2
of terms that are dominated by expressions derived from the above.
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Indeed, consider one such term,
st 1
z r , x dr . .HH H 2
0 0 0
s
= z x , r y z x , r u x , s y u x , s dr dx ds. .  .  .  .H 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
0
Then this expression is no larger than
1r22st 1
C u s y u s z r , x dr dx .  .  .H H H1 2 2E  / /0 0 0
1r22s1
= z r , x y z r , x dr dx ds .  .H H 1 2 / /0 0
t
F C u s y u s .  .H 1 2 E
0
s s
= z r dr z r y z r dr ds. .  .  .H H2 1 2H H /  /0 0
` .But z g L 0, T ; H , so this expression is less than2
st
C u s y u s z r y z r dr ds. .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 2E H
0 0
Estimating the other terms similarly, we obtain
t :N z y N z , u y u ds .  .H 2 1 2 2 1 2
0
1r22 1r2st t 2< <F C z y z dr ds u s y u s ds .  .H H H H1 2 1 2 H /  / /0 0 0
1r21r2 2st t2 < <q C u s y u s ds z y z dr ds . .  .H H H1 2 1 2E /  / /0 0 0
4.7 .
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Therefore,
t :N z y N z , u y u ds .  .H 2 1 2 2 1 2
0
2st
< <F C z y z dr dsH H H1 2 /0 0
t t2 2y C u s y u s ds q C u s y u s ds. 4.8 .  .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 2H E
0 0
 .Now 4.2 holds with u and z replaced by u and z for i s 1, 2. Writingi i
this equation with u in place of u, then with u in place of u, subtracting1 2
the two and multiplying by u y u , we obtain1 x x 2 x x
k t2 2< <c u t y u t q u y u ds .  . H H1 x 2 x 1 x x 2 x xH 2 0
t 2< <F C u y u dsH H1 2
0
t :q N z y N z , u y u ds. 4.9 .  .  .H 2 1 2 2 1 2
0
 .Using 4.8 , we obtain
t2 2< <u t y u t q u y u .  . H H1 x 2 x 1 x x 2 x xH
0
t 2< <F C u y u dsH H1 2
0
2st t 2< <q C z y z dr ds q C u s y u s ds. 4.10 .  .  .H H H H1 2 1 2 E /0 0 0
< < 5 5  .Using now the fact that u is equivalent to u since u 1 s 0, weH Ex
obtain
t2 2
25 5u t y u t q u y u ds .  . H H 0 , 1.1 2 1 2E
0
t 2< <F C u y u dsH H1 2
0
2st t 2< <C z y z dr ds q C u s y u s ds. 4.11 .  .  .H H H H1 2 1 2 E /0 0 0
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Then Gronwall's inequality yields
t t2 22
25 5u t y u t q u y u ds F C z s y z s ds. .  .  .  .H H 0 , 1. H1 2 1 2 1 2E H
0 0
4.12 .
t
<  .  . : <Next, we estimate the term N z y N z , z y z ds. It followsH 1 1 1 2 1 2
0
from the definition that
t :N z y N z , z y z ds .  .H 1 1 1 2 1 2
0
t 2< <F C z y z dsH H1 2
0
st
q C z r y z r dr z s y z s ds, .  .  .  .HH 1 2 1 2H
0 0
which by Jensen's inequality is less than
t 2< <C z y z ds. 4.13 .H H1 2
0
Now,
t r r :e A u z y e A u z , z y z ds .  .H 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
0
t 2< <G e z y z dsH Hr 1 x 2 x
0
t 1
< < < < < <y u y u z y z z dx dsHH 1 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 2
0 0
t 1
< < < < < <y u y u z z y z dx ds. 4.14 .HH 1 2 2 x 1 x 2 x
0 0
We next estimate the second term on the right-hand side of the inequality:
t 1
< < < < < <u y u z y z z dx dsHH 1 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 2
0 0
t
F u s y u s z s y z s z s ds, .  .  .  .  .H w xC 0, 11 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 2H H
0
` .and since z g L 0, T ; H ,2
t t2 2
2F C u s y u s ds q h z s y z s ds, 4.15 .  .  .  .  .H H .H 0, 1h 1 2 1 x 2 x H
0 0
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 .which, by 4.12 , is majorized by
t t2 2< < < <C z y z ds q h z y z ds. 4.16 .H H H Hh 1 2 1 x 2 x
0 0
 .The last term of 4.14 is majorized by
t
< <C u s y u s z s z y z ds, .  .  .H H1 2 2 1 x 2 xE E
0
and if h ) 0 is given, then
t t2 2 2F C u s y u s z s ds q h z s y z s ds, .  .  .  .  .H Hh 1 2 2 1 x 2 xE E H
0 0
 .so 4.12 implies
st t2 2 2F C z r y z r dr z s ds q h z s y z s ds. .  .  .  .  .HH Hh 1 2 2 1 x 2 xH E H
0 0 0
It follows that
t r r :e A u z y e A u z , z y z ds .  .H 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
0
t 2< <G e r z y z dsH H1 x 2 x
0
t t 22< <y C z y z ds y 2h z s y z s ds .  .H H Hh 1 2 1 x 2 x H
0 0
st 2 2y C z r y z r dr z s ds. .  .  .HHh 1 2 2H E
0 0
Choosing h sufficiently small,
t r r :e A u z y e A u z , z y z ds .  .H 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
0
t 2< <G yC z y z dsH Hh 1 2
0
st 2 2y C z r y z r dr z s ds. 4.17 .  .  .  .HHh 1 2 2H E
0 0
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 .  .  .Now, it follows from 4.1 , 4.13 , and 4.17 that
t2 21 < <z t y z t F C z y z ds .  . H H1 2 1 22 H
0
st 2 2q C z r y z r dr z s ds, .  .  .HHh 1 2 2H E
0 0
 .and so from Gronwall's inequality, z s z . Then 4.12 implies that1 2
u s u , which proves the theorem.1 2
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